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Figure 1: Image generation on body poses (left) and facial expressions (right). Our model takes an arbitrary number of mis-
aligned source images (I1-I4) and a target pose (Pt) to generate new images (Ours). It is the target ground truth.

Abstract

Generating new images with desired properties (e.g. new
view/poses) from source images has been enthusiastically
pursued recently, due to its wide range of potential applica-
tions. One way to ensure high-quality generation is to use
multiple sources with complementary information such as
different views of the same object. However, as source im-
ages are often misaligned due to the large disparities among
the camera settings, strong assumptions have been made in
the past with respect to the camera(s) or/and the object in
interest, limiting the application of such techniques. There-
fore, we propose a new general approach which models mul-
tiple types of variations among sources, such as view angles,
poses, facial expressions, in a unified framework, so that it
can be employed on datasets of vastly different nature. We
verify our approach on a variety of data including humans
bodies, faces, city scenes and 3D objects. Both the qualitative
and quantitative results demonstrate the better performance
of our method than the state of the art.

*Corresponding author.
Copyright © 2022, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

Introduction

Controlled image generation from source images is capa-
ble of generating scenes in unseen views and objects with
pre-defined poses. It has a wide range of applications, e.g
people with new poses (Ma et al. 2017), faces with new ex-
pressions (Zakharov et al. 2019) and scenes from different
angles (Sun et al. 2018), and hence has attracted attention.
The key challenge in such research is to recover the hidden
information from sparse view points. One popular setting
is to employ a single source image to generate new images
with new poses/views. Despite recent successes (Ma et al.
2017; Siarohin et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2021), ambiguity
caused by the limited information available in a single im-
age still makes it difficult to synthesize a high-quality image
with large pose differences (e.g. generating the back view
of a person when given only the front view). Consequently,
high-quality generation is still an open challenge.

In theory, employing multiple source images with com-
plementary information should mitigate the problem. How-
ever, in practice, this setting unfortunately brings additional
challenges: the source images especially in-the-wild ones
are not taken by calibrated cameras, leading to severe mis-
alignment. Given the huge size of the camera space (possi-
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ble camera poses), it is not straightforward to design a gen-
eral solution. Consequently, strong assumptions have to be
made. If the object is assumed to be rigid, multi-view im-
ages can help synthesize novel views (Sun et al. 2018; Zhou
et al. 2016). If deformable objects are involved, certain types
of alignment or transformations need to be assumed, such
as feature averaging can help synthesize new facial expres-
sions (Zakharov et al. 2019), but at the cost of losing the
details of the source images; affine transformation can help
synthesize new human poses (Lathuilière et al. 2020), but
incapable of handling large pose deformation especially for
non-rigid deformation such as clothes.

In this paper, we seek a general framework for controlled
multi-source image generation. The framework takes as in-
put multiple (misaligned) source images and source poses
as well as a target pose, and predicts a new image under
the target pose while keeping the source appearance. One
key challenge is to impose parsimonious assumptions on the
source images, so that they can differ in the camera pose,
the camera-object distance, occlusions/lighting, etc. We aim
to simultaneously deal with view/pose/expression variances
and meanwhile synthesize high quality images with realistic
details. One intuitive solution is to warp the features of each
source image then fuse them for the target pose. However,
two issues appear in such an approach. First, each source
image is only a partial observation of the object, and all
source images are misaligned. As a result, fusing such fea-
tures inevitably leads to blurring in the target image. Second,
the partial observability essentially dictates that different re-
gions in a source image provides information with different
levels of confidence (i.e. occluded areas having low confi-
dence). Further, source images have different importance,
so do their high/low confidence areas by association. This
hierarchical structure of importance among source images
cannot be captured via simple treatments, e.g. an occlusion
map on a source image (Ren et al. 2020), or attention maps
merely distinguishing the relative importance of different
views (Sun et al. 2018).

To tackle the above challenges, we propose a novel fusion
mechanism. Our framework adopts the state-of-the-art flow-
based strategy, which first learns to warp each source feature
to match the target pose at different levels, and then fuses
these features in a decoder to synthesize the image. To tackle
the challenge of hierarchical feature confidence, we propose
to simultaneously predict the attention map and occlusion
map for each source in the source feature extractor. The at-
tention maps indicate the important source regions, and the
occlusion maps dictate which part is invisible and should be
inpainted. This way, the warped source features can be fused
while being aware of the confidences of different source
parts and invisible regions. To address the feature misalign-
ment issue, we propose a novel residual-fusing (RF) block
to correct the warping. A RF block consists of two mod-
ules: residual module and fusing module. The residual mod-
ule corrects the warping of the source features and learns a
residual flow for each warped source feature to match the
fused feature from previous level. The fuse module takes the
output of the residual module, and corrects the warped fea-
ture via an occlusion map. Then the corrected features are

further fused by attention maps and sent to the next block.
Overall, the RF blocks are repeated many times at multi-
ple feature layers, so that different source features can be
warped into a consistent space and be decoded to generate
images with less artifacts and blurring.

Formally, our contributions include:

• a new general framework for controlled multi-source im-
age generation, which can effectively capture view/pose/-
expression variances and synthesize high quality images
with realistic details.

• a new Residual-Fusing block to systematically reconcile
the conflicts caused by the misalignment of multiple (cal-
ibrated) sources.

• comprehensive experiments and comparisons on multi-
ple distinctive datasets across different tasks to demon-
strate the superiority of multi-source image generation
under our general framework.

Related work

Single Source Image Generation. Single source image
generation aims to synthesize new images given a source
image and a target pose. It involves many tasks including
human pose transfer, novel view synthesis, facial image gen-
eration, etc. Ma et al. (2017) first introduced pose-guided hu-
man image generation and proposed a two-stage adversarial
framework, which first synthesizes a coarse person image
and then refines the result. Balakrishnan et al. (2018) pre-
sented a modular GAN network which decouples different
body parts into layers and moves them by affine transfor-
mation. Siarohin et al. (2018) applied affine transformations
in feature space by deformable skip connections. Zhu et
al. (2019) proposed a novel block which simultaneously up-
dates the pose code and appearance code in a coarse to fine
manner. Although these works can synthesize correct global
structures, they fail to preserve the local texture details pro-
vided in source images. In contrast, flow-based methods can
better transfer the details such as clothing and texture. Han
et al. (2019) proposed a three-stage network which first gen-
erates a semantic parsing map and then learns a flow of each
semantic region. However, an extra refinement network is
required as they predict the flow at the pixel level. Ren et
al. (2020) presented a global flow and local attention archi-
tecture to generate vivid textures, but they struggled to syn-
thesize unseen regions from a single source image.

Multi-source Image Generation. Our work is closely re-
lated to multi-source image generation methods. Zhou et
al. (2016) utilized multiple views of an object to generate
novel view given a target camera pose. They predict a pixel
flow map together with a confidence map for each single
view and merge them together by confidence maps. Sun et
al. (2018) improved (Zhou et al. 2016) by adding a convo-
lutional LSTM generator (Xingjian et al. 2015) to halluci-
nate the missing pixels from source view. Inspired by them,
we also employ confidence maps and target generator in our
work, but there are two main differences between our work
and (Sun et al. 2018). First, Sun et al. (2018) conducted
experiment mainly on rigid objects such as cars and chairs,
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Figure 2: Network overview. Given K input images {Iks }, their poses {P k
s } and target pose Pt, we aim to generate a new

image Ît in target pose Pt. Our source feature extractor first extracts the image features {fk} and generates flow maps {wk},
occlusion maps {mk}, attention maps {ak} at different levels for each source independently. The Target Image Predictor first
encodes the target pose into target feature f1

t . Then, the proposed Residual-Fusing Module in the decoder part of Target Image

Predictor repeats at different feature levels to gradually fuse the sources and generate the target image Ît.

while we can handle more general tasks, including highly
non-rigid human image generation and facial image trans-
fer. Second, they aggregated source images at pixel level di-
rectly, while we found it inappropriate in more general cases
due to the complex texture and large motion, thus we pro-
pose to warp multi-level features instead of warping pix-
els. Lathuiliere et al (2020) introduced an attention-based
decoder for multi-source human pose transfer. Some other
works (Chan et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019)
had to train a model for each target, which limits their appli-
cations. Wang et al. (2019) improved (Wang et al. 2018) by
generating network weights dynamically from reference im-
ages, however, continuous videos are required to calculate
optical flow. In contrast, our approach is more general and
can deal with flexible number of inputs with arbitrary poses.

Method

Overview

We propose a general generative adversarial network for
multi-source pose guided image generation. Here the ‘pose’
can be any structural information of an image, e.g. human
joints, view angles, facial landmarks, etc. Let K be the num-
ber of sources. Our generator G takes {Iks , P

k
s }k=1,...,K and

Pt as input, where Iks denotes the i-th input image, P k
s de-

notes the corresponding pose representation, and Pt denotes

the target pose. Our goal is to synthesize a new image Ît
matching the target pose and meanwhile keep the source ap-

pearance. G can be written as:

Ît = G({Iks }, {P
k
s }, Pt). (1)

Now we give a general overview of our architecture. Our
model consists of two parts: source feature extractor and tar-
get image predictor. As shown in Fig. 2, in the source feature
extractor, for each source, we estimate initial flow maps for
warping the source features at different levels, and simul-
taneously predict the corresponding attention maps and oc-
clusion maps. With the initial flow maps, the warped source
features can be roughly aligned with the target pose at differ-
ent levels. The necessity of multi-level modeling is primar-
ily because misaligned features exist globally e.g. human
poses, as well as locally e.g. textures on clothing. During
the fusion, the attention maps play a role to select the im-
portant source regions among different sources, and the oc-
clusion maps indicate which part is invisible and should be
inpainted. As these source features are warped to match the
target pose which only provides sparse structural informa-
tion, directly fusing them will inevitably cause feature mis-
alignment, leading to artifacts such as blurring and ghosting.
Therefore, in the target image predictor, the residual-fusing
(RF) module is brought up to further correct the warped
features and fuse them. It contains two sub-modules: resid-
ual module and fusing module. At each feature level, the
residual module takes the initially warped feature from each
source branch, and learns a residual flow to further warp the
feature to match the target feature from the previous level.
The corrected source features are further sent to the fusing
module, which performs a weighted aggregation of different



sources using the occlusion maps and attention maps, and
outputs the fused target feature to the next level.

Source Feature Extractor

The source feature extractor F takes Iks , P
k
s , Pt as input and

generates the initial flow field wk, attention map ak and oc-
clusion map mk (as shown on the top right of Fig. 2):

wk, ak,mk = F (Iks , P
k
s , Pt), (2)

where wk stores the coordinate displacements between the
source and the target features, and ak and mk has con-
tinuous values between 0 and 1. mk measures how the
target feature is visible in a source at a certain position,
and ak indicates which source is more relevant to the tar-
get at a certain position. We design F as a fully convolu-
tional network with a pyramid architecture, which outputs
wk, ak and mk at N different resolutions, i.e. wk, ak,mk =
{wk,i, ak,i,mk,i}, i = 1...N . wk,i, ak,i and mk,i share the
same backbone of F except their output layers. Source im-
age feature fk is extracted by another convolutional net-
work(shown on the top left of Fig. 2). Please refer to the
supplementary material for details. The attention map and
occlusion map will be jointly applied in the subsequent Fus-
ing Module to ensure a globally consistent feature fusion.

Target Image Predictor

After feature extraction, the image prediction is handled in
the target image predictor. The major difficulty here is to
fuse the source features into one consistent target feature and
meanwhile reduce the feature misalignment from the initial
warping. As shown on the bottom of Fig. 2, the target im-
age generator starts from the target pose Pt and then goes
through several down-sampling layers to get the initial tar-
get feature f1

t . Then, at each feature level i in the predictor, a
Residual-Fusing (RF) block is deployed to correct the warp-
ing field of each source feature based on the target feature
from the previous level, and then fuse different sources to-
gether to output the target feature to the next level i+ 1.

The RF block repeats at different feature levels and has K
branches to deal with K different sources. It can be further
divided into two sub-modules, named residual module and
fusing module (as shown in Fig. 3). Now we take feature
level i as example and give a detailed description of each
sub-module.

Residual Module. The source feature extractor provides a
coarse flow field to warp the source to match the target pose,
which only provides sparse structural information. Directly
fusing the coarsely warped features inevitable causes mis-
alignment and artifacts. The residual module gives the net-
work the ability to further correct the initial flow, by learning
a residual flow from the initially warped source feature and
the fused feature from previous level.

At feature level i, the k-th residual module receives the
source image feature fk,i, and the flow map wk,i from the
k-th source feature extractor, together with the fused feature
f i
t from previous level. We first warp the source feature fk,i

with the initial flow map wk,i to the target pose by:

fk,i
w = W(fk,i, wk,i). (3)

target feature

occlusion

attention
target feature

source feature

target feature

flow

warped source

residual flow

1- occlusion

K-th Residual Module K-th Fusing Module

Decode layer

W

W

W warp

pixel-wise plus

pixel-wise multiply

Figure 3: The residual-fusing(RF) module repeats at differ-
ent feature levels and has K same branches. For a specific
branch at level i, the residual module computes the resid-
ual flow to further warp the source feature. Then, the fusing
module performs feature matting between the warped source
feature and previous target feature by the occlusion map. Fi-
nally, K features are fused together by the attention maps
and output to the next level. Zoom in for better details.

Then we predict a residual flow rk,i by a residual flow pre-
dictor Ri from f i

t and fk,i
w :

rk,i = Ri(f i
t , f

k,i
w ). (4)

Note that Ri is designed to share weights across different
branches, making it possible for the model to accept arbi-
trary number of inputs at inference time.

With the learned residual flow, we get the refined flow
field by adding the residual flow to the initial flow. We then
warp each source feature fk,i by the refined flow and get the

refined warped feature f̂k,i
w of source branch k:

f̂k,i
w = W(fk,i, wk,i + rk,i). (5)

Fusing Module. With the refined warped source feature

f̂k,i
w , the fusing module merges f̂k,i

w and the previous fused
target feature f i

t using the occlusion map mk,i. Then, these
merged features of K branches are fused together into one,
by a weighted summation over the K attention maps {ak,i},
where ak,i are normalized by a softmax operation at pixel
level to stabilize the gradient during training. Finally, the
fused feature goes through a decode layer Di to output the

next level target feature f i+1
t :

f i+1
t = Di(

K∑

i=1

ak,i · (f̂k,i
w · (1−mk,i) + f i

t ·m
k,i)) (6)

Training

We train our model in two stages. First, without the ground
truth flow field, we warm up the flow generator F using the
sample correctness loss (Ren et al. 2019). We also take the
regularization loss (Ren et al. 2020) to constrain the smooth-
ness of the flow.

Lflow = λcorLcor + λregLreg (7)

where the sampling correctness loss Lcor maximizes the
cosine similarity between the VGG features of the warped



source and target and force the flow field wk,i to sample
the similar regions. The regularization term Lreg penalize
the local regions where the transformation is not an affine
transformation. Then, with the pre-trained flow generator,
we train our full model in an end-to-end manner. The full
loss can be defined as:

L = Lflow + Lcon + Ladv (8)

where Lcon is a content loss, and Lcon = λl1Ll1 +
λperLper + λstyLsty . Ll1 minimizes the L1 distance of the

generated image and target image, Ll1 = ||Ît − It||1. Lper

and Lsty are inspired by (Johnson, Alahi, and Fei-Fei 2016).
The perceptual loss Lper aims to penalize the L1 distance
between features extracted from specific layers of a pre-
traind VGG network:

Lper =
∑

i

||φi(Ît)− φi(It)||1 (9)

where φi denotes the i-th layer of the VGG-19 network. The
style loss Lsty uses the Gram matrix of VGG features to
maximize the style similarity between the images:

Lsty =
∑

j

||Gφ
j (Ît)−G

φ
j (It)||1 (10)

where G
φ
j denotes the Gram matrix calculated from φj . Fi-

nally, we use a standard adversarial loss Ladv:

Ladv = E[log(1−D(G({Iks }, {P
k
s }, Pt)))]+E[log(D(It))]

(11)

Implementation Details

We implement our model using PyTorch (Paszke et al. 2019)
framework on a PC with four NVIDIA GTX 2080Ti GPUs.
We adopt the Adam optimizer(β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999) with
a learning rate of 0.0001. The batch size is fixed to 5 for
all tasks except Market-1501, in which batch size is set to
8. For the network details, please refer to the supplementary
material.

Experiments
Datasets. Since our model is designed to be general, we
conduct experiments on three different tasks including pose
transfer, view synthesis, and facial expression transfer on
five challenging datasets. For human pose transfer, we use
DeepFashion In-shop Clothes Retrieval Benchmark (Liu
et al. 2016) and person re-identification dataset Market-
1501 (Zheng et al. 2015). For novel view synthesis, we use
real-world scenes (KITTI Visual Odometry Dataset (Geiger,
Lenz, and Urtasun 2012)) and rendered objects (ShapeNet
chair dataset (Chang et al. 2015)). For facial expression
transfer, we use the talking videos dataset Voxceleb2(Chung,
Nagrani, and Zisserman 2018). More details on the dataset
can be found in the supplementary material.

These tasks are challenging in different ways. Human
pose transfer needs to handle deformable human bodies with
full and partial views, along with details on clothing; view
synthesis needs to consider complex image semantics and
features such as shadows; facial expression transfer needs
to model consistent and realistic facial features. To handle
them under one method, they show the generality of our
model.

Metrics. How to evaluate the generated images remains an
open problem in generative models. We follow (Ren et al.
2020; Zhang et al. 2021) and calculate the Frechet Inception
Distance (FID) (Heusel et al. 2017) and Learned Perceptual
Image Patch Similarity(LPIPS)(Zhang et al. 2018) to eval-
uate the performance of our model. For Market-1501, we
further report the Mask-LPIPS (MLPIPS) score proposed in
(Ma et al. 2017) to exclude the influence of the background.
Besides, we perform a user study to evaluate the visual qual-
ity of the generated images.

Qualitative Results

We first show our results on the DeepFashion Benchmark
with two input images in Fig. 1 Left. In all cases, the target
contains a novel view and pose, which means the model has
to learn to correctly align feature of different sources. Fur-
ther, the clothing details are also transferred well (e.g. the
shirts in row 1, the hat in row 2,3), thanks to our multi-level
feature modeling. Fig. 1 Right shows the results on facial
expression transfer on Voxceleb2. Realistic unseen expres-
sions are generated by our model and source identities are
preserved (row 1). Face in new head poses can also be gen-
erated. More results on KITTI and ShapeNet can be found
in the supplementary material.

Comparisons

We compare our method with a variety of baseline meth-
ods across all tasks. For the human pose transfer task,
we compare our approach with Def-GAN (Siarohin et al.
2018), PATN (Zhu et al. 2019), GFLA (Ren et al. 2020),
PISE (Zhang et al. 2021), ADG (Men et al. 2020),
ABF (Lathuilière et al. 2020). All baselines except ABF are
single source based methods. For ABF, we train and evalu-
ate their model using the same train/test split. For the other
baseline methods, we use the pre-trained models and evalu-
ate the performance on the testing set directly. For the novel
view synthesis task, we compare our method with M2N (Sun
et al. 2018). We run the pre-trained model offered by the au-
thor to get results on KITTI and ShapeNet chair dataset. For
the face generation task, we compare our method with NH-
FF(the feed forward result of (Zakharov et al. 2019)). We
implement their method and report results using the same
train/test split of Voxceleb2.

For the human image generation task, our method out-
performs all baseline methods on all the metrics on both
single-source and multi-source settings by a large margin,
shown in Table 1. The LPIPS scores drop significantly when
more source images are used, which demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of utilizing multiple sources. Our model also shows
superiority on other datasets, as shown in Table 2, 3.

The qualitative results on the DeepFashion dataset are
shown in Fig. 4. The baseline methods (Zhu et al. 2019;
Siarohin et al. 2018; Men et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021;
Lathuilière et al. 2020) fail to keep the source appearance
when the clothes pattern is complex (e.g. they fail to cap-
ture the texture details of the clothes in row 1). Flow-based
method (Ren et al. 2020) can preserve the details of the
source, but struggles when there is a big gap between the
source pose and the target one(e.g. It fails to generate correct
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Figure 4: Qualitative comparison on the DeepFashion dataset. DSC (Siarohin et al. 2018), PATN (Zhu et al. 2019), GFLA (Ren
et al. 2020), PISE (Zhang et al. 2021), ADG (Men et al. 2020) are single source based methods, in which only I1 is used as
input. ABF (Lathuilière et al. 2020) and Ours are multi-source based methods, in which I1 and I2 are used as inputs. The last
column shows the ground truth image.

DeepFashion Market-1501

K Model FID LPIPS FID LPIPS MLPIPS

1

DSC 21.542 0.2384 24.861 0.2984 0.1495
PATN 20.632 0.2553 22.753 0.3181 0.1585
GFLA 9.872 0.1963 19.750 0.2817 0.1483
ADG 14.476 0.2253 - - -
PISE 11.524 0.2077 - - -
ABF 27.303 0.2753 32.588 0.3015 0.1480
Ours 9.750 0.1867 17.362 0.2730 0.1418

2
ABF 23.529 0.2577 30.274 0.2878 0.1390
Ours 10.135 0.1766 15.716 0.2668 0.1339

3
ABF 26.759 0.2376 33.270 0.2870 0.1314
Ours 12.785 0.1689 16.263 0.2604 0.1277

Table 1: Quantitative comparison with SOTA methods on
the DeepFashion dataset and the Market-1501 dataset.

back view from the front view in row 2, and predicts a wrong
hat direction in row 3). (Lathuilière et al. 2020) utilizes
multiple inputs to generate the target view but fails to main-
tain source details in the generated images. In contrast, our
model transfers high-fidelity details from the source images,
and extracts information from different sources to overcome
the single source ambiguity.

Qualitative comparisons on other datasets (Voxceleb2,

Chair KITTI

K Model FID LPIPS FID LPIPS

2
M2N 28.876 0.1155 18.798 0.1958
Ours 10.123 0.09607 8.505 0.1721

4
M2N 21.920 0.0901 - -
Ours 7.697 0.0729 - -

Table 2: Quantitative comparison with M2N (Sun et al.
2018) on the KITTI dataset and the ShapeNet chair dataset.
Our method gets lower FID scores and LPIPS scores than
M2N on both datasets.

KITTI and ShapeNet chair) can be found in the supplemen-
tary material.

Ablation Study

We present an ablation study on the human pose transfer task
to clarify the impact of each part of our proposed method.

Baseline. Our baseline model is U-Net architecture with
feature warping, with no residual flow, attention map or oc-
clusion map. Source features are fused by averaging.

Without occlusion (w/o. occ). This model is designed to
see if the occlusion maps can benefits the learning. We re-
move the occlusion maps and source features are aggregated
by attention maps.



K Model FID LPIPS

2
NH-FF 37.266 0.3150
Ours 7.100 0.2130

4
NH-FF 37.457 0.3131
Ours 7.690 0.2084

Table 3: Quantitative comparison with NH-FF (Zakharov
et al. 2019) on the Voxceleb2 dataset. Our method outper-
forms NH-FF in both metrics.

I1 I2 Pt w/o res full ItBaseline w/o attn w/o occ

Figure 5: Ablation study. The first two columns show the
inputs, the third column shows the target pose and the last
column shows the target image. Results of different ablation
models are shown in the middle. Zoom in for better details.

Without attention (w/o. attn). The model is designed to
see if the attention maps are effective in modeling confi-
dence. We replace the attention maps of different views with
the same value. The occlusion mechanism is adopted.

Without residual flow (w/o. res). In this configuration,
we remove the residual block in the decoder to evaluate its
contribution. Attention and occlusion mechanisms are em-
ployed in this model.

Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 5. The baseline
method struggles when the source images have large differ-
ences in poses and views (e.g. the inner clothes in row 1, the
dress in row 2), as it simply performs a weighted average
over source features, without considering the relevant impor-
tance of each source. The baseline model also suffers from
generating occluded parts and wrongly warped areas (e.g.
face/arms of the man in row 5, hands of the woman in row

DeepFashion Market-1501

K Model FID LPIPS FID LPIPS MLPIPS

2

BaseLine 11.078 0.1857 15.298 0.2714 0.1393
w/o attn 10.835 0.1774 15.820 0.2676 0.1368
w/o occ 10.421 0.1830 15.249 0.2689 0.1349
w/o res 10.292 0.1777 17.701 0.2679 0.1483

full 10.135 0.1766 15.716 0.2668 0.1339

3
w/o res 13.306 0.1710 18.092 0.2645 0.1302

full 12.785 0.1679 16.263 0.2604 0.1277

Table 4: Ablation Study on the DeepFashion dataset and
Market-1501 dataset. Our full model achieves better perfor-
mance than the baselines on both datasets.

6). By adding the occlusion mechanism, the model can get
improvements in these areas, but the model without atten-
tion mechanism tends to generate ghosting effects when the
two sources are similar but at different scales (e.g. the col-
lar of the man in row 4). The model with attention maps but
without occlusion maps could also fail when the model syn-
thesizes new contents (e.g. the the hand of the model in row
3, the face of the model in row 5,). And for the model with-
out residual flow, the synthesized results suffer from blurry
textures(the white spot in row 3, the vest in row 7) and irreg-
ular boundary of cloths(the boundary of the sweater in row
6). Detailed quantitative results are shown in Table 4.

User Study

We also conduct a user study to assess the visual quality.
For each dataset, 30 volunteers are asked to accomplish two
tasks: the first is a ’real or generated’ test, following the pro-
tocol in (Ma et al. 2017; Siarohin et al. 2018). For each
model, volunteers are shown 55 real and 55 generated im-
ages in a random order. The volunteers are asked to judge
whether the displayed image is real or generated in one sec-
ond. The other is a comparison task. The volunteers are
asked to finish 55 questions on each dataset, each question
containing image pairs generated by ours method and a base-
line method, with the same source images and target pose.
The volunteers are asked to choose the one with better qual-
ity. All samples are randomly selected. Overall, our method
significantly outperforms the baseline methods. Detailed re-
sults are shown in the supplementary material.

Conclusion

We have proposed a new general method for multi-source
image generation. Given a guiding pose, our framework ef-
fectively rectifies the issues caused by the misalignment
among the sources, which makes it widely applicable to
datasets with in-the-wild images taken by un-calibrated
cameras. The model generality has been tested on a vari-
ety of vastly different datasets including human poses, street
scenes, faces and 3D objects, and verified by its univer-
sal successes. In exhaustive comparisons, our model outper-
forms the state-of-the-art methods in various tasks.
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Implementation Details

Our network includes three parts: source appearance extrac-
tor, flow confidence extractor and target image predictor.
Their detailed architecture is shown in Table 5, 6, 7 respec-
tively, where

• ResBlockD denotes a down-sampling residual block fol-
lowing (Brock, Donahue, and Simonyan 2018) where
The ReLU activation is replaced by Leaky-ReLU.

• ResBlockU denotes an up-sampling residual block fol-
lowing (Brock, Donahue, and Simonyan 2018) where the
ReLU activation is replaced by Leaky-ReLU, and batch
normalization layers are replaced by instance normaliza-
tion (Ulyanov, Vedaldi, and Lempitsky 2016).

• ResBlock is a residual block keeping the spatial resolu-
tion.

• ResFusingBlock is the proposed residual fusing mod-
ule. The only learnable part is the residual flow predictor
in the residual module, which is a single convolutional
layer. We use two ResFusingBlocks in all experiments.

• Skip is a skip connection adding the feature maps of an
encoding layer and decoding layer with the same spatial
resolution.

We train our model in two stages. The flow confidence ex-
tractor is first warmed up to generate flow fields. Then we
train the whole network is in an end-to-end manner. We set
λper = 0.25, λsty = 250, λl1 = 2.5, λcor = 2.5, and
λreg = 0.001 across all the experiments.

Datasets Details

We conduct experiments on three different tasks including
pose transfer, view synthesis, and facial expression transfer
on five challenging datasets:

• Human pose transfer. We experiment on two datasets:
DeepFashion In-shop Clothes Retrieval Benchmark (Liu
et al. 2016) and person re-identification dataset Market-
1501 (Zheng et al. 2015). DeepFashion contains 52712
number of in-shop model images with various poses and
clothes, with a resolution of 256 × 256 pixels. Rather
than generating all the possible pairs for all the identi-
ties, we generate tuples of size K + 1 (K source images
and 1 target image) in the same way as (Lathuilière et al.
2020) for fair comparison. The identities of the training
and the testing sets do not overlap. Market-1501 contains
32688 low resolution (128× 64) images of 1,501 identi-
ties. Images of each identity are captured by at most six
cameras, with tremendous pose/background/illumination
variety. The aforementioned method is applied to create
training tuples.

• Novel view synthesis. We experiment on two datasets
in this task: Real-world scenes (KITTI Visual Odometry
Dataset (Geiger, Lenz, and Urtasun 2012)) and rendered
objects (ShapeNet chair dataset (Chang et al. 2015)).
KITTI contains frame sequences with a resolution of
256×256 captured by a car traveling through city scenes
with camera poses, the camera pose is a 6-DOF vec-
tor containing translation and rotation of the camera.

Source Image Iks (3×H ×W )

ResBlockD (3×H ×W ) → (64× H
2
× W

2
)

∗ ResBlockD (64× H
2
× W

2
) → (128× H

4
× W

4
)

∗ ResBlockD (128× H
4
× W

4
) → (256× H

8
× W

8
)

Table 5: Architecture of the Source Appearance Extractor, ∗
indicates the output layer.

ShapeNet Chair is composed of render images of chair
models with a dimension of 256 × 256 in 54 viewpoints
, which corresponds to 18 azimuth angles (sampled in
range [0, 340] with 20-degree increments) and the eleva-
tions of 0, 10, and 20. The pose of each image is rep-
resented as a concatenation of two one-hot vectors: an
18 element vector indicating the azimuth angle and a 3
element vector indicating the elevation. For fair compar-
ison, We follow (Sun et al. 2018) and perform training
and testing with K = 2 on the KITTI dataset and K = 4
for ShapeNet chair dataset.

• Facial expression transfer. We use a large talking head
videos dataset Voxceleb2(Chung, Nagrani, and Zisser-
man 2018) in this task, which has 5,994 identities for
training set and 118 for testing. The video sequences are
224p at 25 fps. We adopt the off-the-shelf face alignment
code (Bulat and Tzimiropoulos 2017) to crop the frames
and obtain the landmarks as in (Zakharov et al. 2019).
Then, we sample 8 images for each video from the orig-
inal training set to get our multi-source image training
set.

More results

In Fig.6, we show our results on novel view synthesis on
two datasets. As shown on the left of the figure, although
the source images have significant view differences from the
target, our method can predict reasonable transformations to
warp the sources into target (see the black car from far to
near and the shadow on the road). Also, novel views can be
generated (the last row).

For the ShapeNet chairs, our method can generate new
view angles with small (row 1,3-5) and large differences
from sources (row 2,6). Thin structures (e.g. Legs of chairs)
are kept well (row 4,5).

More comparisons on different datasets

In the human image generation task, our method outper-
forms all the other state-of-the-art methods on all the metrics
on both single source and multi-source settings by a large
margin, shown in the Table 8. The LPIPS scores drop sig-
nificantly while we use more input source images, which
demonstrates the effectiveness of utilizing multiple sources.
More qualitative results on DeepFashion dataset are shown
in Figure 9.

For the KITTI dataset, the comparisons are shown in
Fig.10. we generate sharper images than (Sun et al. 2018)
when the scenes go from far to near (row 2). In addition,
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Table 6: Architecture of the Flow Confidence Extractor. cp
denotes the number of channels for pose. cp = 3 for Vox-
celeb2 where pose is encoded as RGB landmark image.
cp = 18 for DeepFashion and Market-1501 where pose
is represented by 18-channel heatmap. For ShapeNet and
KITTI, the channel of pose is 21 and 6 respectively. ∗ indi-
cates the output layer. At each spatial resolution, flow map,
attention map as well as occlusion map are output to the Tar-
get Image Predictor.

their images have larger distortions as they predict dense
flow maps at the resolution of the image (row 1-4). In con-
trast, we predict flows and residual flow maps at multiple
feature levels, which leads to a better estimation of the flow
field. Ghosting effects can be found in their results (row 3),
where they generate ghosting road lights. We believe this is
because we predict occlusion maps in each source and mask
out the badly warped area with low confidence values.

For the ShapeNet chairs, the comparison results are
shown in Fig. 11. The thin structures generated by ours are
preserved better than (Sun et al. 2018) (row 1-2,4-5). And
ours results contain better details (e.g. the leg pattern in row
2).

For Voxceleb2, the comparison results are shown in
Fig. 12. Our method generates images with realistic details
(e.g. the beard in row 2,4), while keeping the source identity.
In contrast, the feed forward method (Zakharov et al. 2019)
fails to keep the source identity, as they embed input images
into a style vector and may lose the spatial information of
the source images.
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Table 7: Architecture of the target image predictor. cp de-
notes the number of channels for pose. ResFusingBlock
takes the output from Flow confidence extractor as well
as Source appearance extractor with the same spatial res-
olution and output the fused feature. ∗ indicates the output
layer.

DeepFashion Market-1501

K Model FID LPIPS FID LPIPS MLPIPS

1

DSC 21.542 0.2384 24.861 0.2984 0.1495
PATN 20.632 0.2553 22.753 0.3181 0.1585
GFLA 9.872 0.1963 19.750 0.2817 0.1483
ADG 14.476 0.2253 - - -
PISE 11.524 0.2077 - - -
ABF 32.588 0.3015 32.588 0.3015 0.1480
Ours 9.750 0.1867 17.362 0.2730 0.1418

2
ABF 23.529 0.2577 30.274 0.2878 0.1390
Ours 10.135 0.1766 15.716 0.2668 0.1339

3
ABF 26.759 0.2376 33.270 0.2870 0.1314
Ours 12.785 0.1689 16.263 0.2604 0.1277

5
ABF - - 31.105 0.2791 0.1274
Ours - - 15.169 0.2510 0.1186

7
ABF - - 51.940 0.2953 0.1244
Ours - - 14.194 0.2423 0.1130

10
ABF - - 46.433 0.2906 0.1195
Ours - - 14.242 0.2360 0.1075

Table 8: Comparison with the state of the art on the Deep-
Fashion dataset and Market-1501 dataset

Ablation study

More quantitative results are shown in Table 9 For quali-
tative results, we show the impact of different number of
inputs on the generated images on Voxceleb2 dataset and
DeepFashion dataset. As in Fig. 7, we show the result of



face image generation with K = 2, 4, 7.In Fig. 8, we show
the result of pose transfer with K = 1, 2 on DeepFashion.
Feeding more sources to the model considerably improves
the visual quality.

DeepFashion Market-1501

K Model FID LPIPS FID LPIPS MLPIPS

2

Baseline 11.078 0.1857 15.298 0.2714 0.1393
w/o attn 10.835 0.1774 15.820 0.2676 0.1368
w/o occ 10.421 0.1830 - - -
w/o res 10.292 0.1777 17.701 0.2679 0.1483

full 10.135 0.1766 15.716 0.2668 0.1339

3
w/o res 13.306 0.1710 18.092 0.2645 0.1302

full 12.785 0.1679 16.263 0.2604 0.1277

5
w/o res - - 17.709 0.2629 0.1290

full - - 15.169 0.2510 0.1186

7
w/o res - - 18.225 0.2605 0.1273

full - - 14.194 0.2423 0.1130

10
w/o res - - 18.169 0.2601 0.1259

full - - 14.242 0.2360 0.1075

Table 9: Ablation study on more number of inputs

User Study

We show our user study results in Table 10. Following (Ma
et al. 2017), for the ’real or generated’ test, G2R denotes
the rate of generated image being selected as real, R2G de-
notes the rate of real images selected as generated. For the
comparison task, Preferred denotes which method obtains
better visual quality. Our method significantly outperforms
the baseline methods on these metrics.

K Task Model G2R R2G Preferred

2 Fashion
ABF 9.97 22.64 10.85
Ours 49.48 23.80 89.15

5 Market
ABF 35.26 30.41 31.79
Ours 47.38 30.91 68.21

4 Voxceleb2
NH-FF 68.32 31.07 32.01
Ours 74.54 24.46 67.99

4 ShapeNet
M2N 43.80 44.68 28.60
Ours 47.55 45.79 71.40

2 KITTI
M2N 42.48 20.00 16.42
Ours 69.48 24.46 83.58

Table 10: User study (%) results on different tasks.



Sources Ours GT Sources Ours GT

Figure 6: Qualitative results on KITTI dataset and ShapeNet chair dataste. The left part shows the results on KITTI, and the
right part shows the results on ShapeNet chairs. The first two/four columns shows the input images, the last two columns shows
our results and the ground truth images.



Sources K=2 K=4 K=7 GTTarget pose

Figure 7: Qualitative results on Voxceleb2 dataset. The first seven columns shows the input images, Column 8 shows the
target landmark, and Column 9-11 show the image generated by our method using the first two, four, seven images as input,
respectively. The last column shows the ground truth. Zoom in for better details.



Sources K=1 K=2 GTTarget pose

Figure 8: Qualitative results on DeepFashion dataset. The first two columns shows the input images, Column 3 shows the target
landmark, and Column 4-5 show the image generated by our method using the first 1,2 images as input, respectively. The last
column shows the ground truth. Zoom in for better details.



Sources PATNDSC GFLA PISE ADG ABF Ours GTTarget pose

Figure 9: Comparisons with SOTA methods on the DeepFashion dataset. DSC(Siarohin et al. 2018), PATN(Zhu et al. 2019),
GFLA(Ren et al. 2020), PISE(Zhang et al. 2021), ADG(Men et al. 2020) are single source based methods, in which only I1 is
used as input. ABF and Ours are multi-source based methods, in which I1 and I2 are used as inputs. The last column shows the
ground truth image. Zoom in for better details.
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Figure 10: Qualitative comparisons with (Sun et al. 2018) on KITTI dataset.



Sources M2N Ours GT

Figure 11: Qualitative comparisons with M2N (Sun et al. 2018) on ShapeNet chair dataset using 4 inputs



OursNH-FFTarget pose GTSources

Figure 12: Comparisons with NH-FF(Zakharov et al. 2019) on Voxceleb2 Dataset
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